Power system small signal stability analysis aims to explore di erent small signal stability conditions and controls, namely, 1) exploring the power system security domains and boundaries in the space of power system parameters of interest, including load ow feasibility, saddle node and Hopf bifurcation ones, 2) nding the maximum and minimum damping conditions, and 3) determining control actions to provide and increase small signal stability. These problems are presented in the paper as di erent modi cations of a general optimization problem, and each of them has multiple minima and maxima. The usual optimization procedures converge to a minimum/maximum depending on the initial guesses of variables and numerical methods used. In the considered problems, all the extreme points are of interest. Additionally, there are di culties with nding the derivatives of the objective functions with respect to parameters. Numerical computations of derivatives in traditional optimization procedures are time consuming. In the paper, we propose a new black box genetic technique for comprehensive small signal stability analysis, which can e ectively cope with highly nonlinear objective functions with multiple minima and maxima and derivatives which can not be expressed analytically.
, of the state matrix,J. It has been shown that this problem has solutions corresponding to all characteristic small signal stability points, such as maximumloadability, saddle and Hopf bifurcation and minimumand maximum damping points, along a given ray y 0 + y in the space of power system control parameters y 1]. If the above problem is solved by traditional optimization methods, the solution obtained depends on initial selection of the eigenvalue traced, and variables x. Moreover, even for one eigenvalue selected, it is not possible to get all the characteristic points in one optimization procedure. By applying the black box model and GA techniques all the problem characteristic points can be found within one optimization procedure. In this case, the input is the loading parameter, = , and the tness function is 2 for maximization and 1= 2 for maximization. To compute the function, the load ow is computed for a given value of . If the load ow converges, then the state matrix and its eigenvalues are computed, an eigenvalue of interest is selected (for example, the critical eigenvalue with the minimum real part.), and used to get the tness function. The black box model has only one input and one output, and is used in the standard GA optimization.
The proposed black box model and GA techniques application are able to solve much more complicated problems. Let's take the critical distance problem: nding the small signal characteristic point closest to the operating point, y 0 . As the problem is a ected by di erent bifurcation conditions, it can have multiple critical and subcritical loading directions and distances. We can aim to achieve di erent objectives e.g. minimize the distance and critical eigenvalue real part. It is very complicated problem which has not been approached before. To nd out all the critical distances to the load ow feasibility and small signal stability boundaries, the same black box system model can be used. In this case, the inputs are y and , and the tness function is increased when the distance decrease and the critical eigenvalue real part tends to zero.
Upon applying the GA with sharing function method as well as the traditional optimization method, many system security problem can be solved. The idea is to compute any two or more most in uential directions of operation in any space of system parameters of interests with GA Sharing function method. These directions can be associated with maximum or minimum damping conditions, load ow feasibility boundaries, Hopf or saddle node bifurcations etc. and the parameters of interest can be selected among power system controllable parameters such as PSS gains, OLTC taps, nodal powers etc. Once these two most critical vectors, say,Ṽ i andṼ j , are located, they de ne a new vector, V k = ?(Ṽ i +Ṽ j ), whose direction indicates, in most cases, the optimum system operation toward safety. Therefore, the method is theoretically capable of solving most of the optimization and control decision problems concerning power system small signal stability problems.
Several power system models will be studied with the GA sharing method to verify the above mensioned method. These models include a single machine in nite bus system and a three-machine nine-bus system. Both the eigenvalue optimization approach and the critical distance optimization approach are explored in the space de ned by power system parameters.
